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You are reading free review pages from 6 to 10 that are not displayed in this overview. Practically everyone believes that learning must gradually evolve from simple to complex... My principle is this: First you learn the hardest thing, and the rest will then seem easy. - Paul PimsleurUPDATE: For a much
more comprehensive alternative to the Pimsleur series audio course (and more affordable), I recommend the Rocket Language series. Dialogues and pronunciation are higher quality, a wider range of content and themes is covered in detail and all sound can be downloaded 100% (see my review here).
Select the language you're learning to see what it's all about: I've also listed some excellent alternative resources on my Essential Language Learning Tools page to help you. Pimsleur is one of the longest and most offensive household names in language learning - right up there with other commercial
giants such as Rosetta Stone and Michel Thomas.Questions about whether pimsleur works will usually popping up everywhere and a simple online search gives many views and opinions about it. As I said in my Rosetta Stone review, almost all the search results you'll find online for Pimsleur are
completely suspicious because they are either motivated solely by sales commissions or trying to trick you into buying something else by rejecting it. Very few reviews actually go to real depth to cover its content and efficiency with fairness. This review will do it. For the purpose of a comprehensive
analysis of Pimsleur's method™ I sampled two editions of languages that I know extremely well (Egyptian and Eastern Arabic), three that I know pretty well (Korean, Russian and Irish) and one language about which I know absolutely nothing (Thai) to put myself in the position of a new student. I also
studied the book How to Learn the Foreign Language of Paul Pimsleur himself, which gives much more insight into his method. There are some new software packages available on the Simon & Schuster page, but it appears to be the original Pimsleur method™+ flash card and gaming apps. This post will
only deal with the basic product and method of Pimsleura. WARNING: Pimsleur.com is the right site – Pimsleurapproach.com is a hoax. It's called the Pimsleur method™, not the Pimsleur approach. Before we go any further, pay attention to this. There are countless complaints online from people who
have signed up to a fake site (which looks incredibly professional and really) that connects people into a recurring billing cycle. Simon and Schuster (who own and distribute Pimsleur) use the trademark name calling it the Pimsleur method™ (hence the trademark symbol). Everything that calls itself the
Pimsleur Approach is fake and run by insidious affiliates. Use only simon and schuster's main website. You will find other fake domains that are just as bad, run by affiliate spammers (e.g. pimsleuraudio, pimsleurunlimited and so on). Be smart  now on review... Pimsleur (1998) not just a learning tool -
it's the first methodlet's job with the most important thing. One of the terms that is thrown a lot into language learning discussions is the Spaced Repetition System (or SRS). I feel like it's one of those terms that everyone knows is a good thing, but most people don't really understand what that means. So I
will explain this to you in the simplest way possible by example: learn a foreign language. You come across a whole new word you've never seen before. You forget it almost instantly. An hour later, you see him again. You know it, but you can't remember until the answer is presented. A few hours have
passed and you forget again. You'll see him again the next day. This time it's very familiar, but you still can't remember it until it shows up. Three days later, you were shown your word again. You finally remember that word. It's a really simplistic way of demonstrating how SRS works, but let's look at what's
going on here. Each time a word is displayed, there is a larger gap between the time it is displayed and the previous time you saw it. At first, forget the word almost immediately, but gradually it becomes more familiar until you remember it with ease. Sometimes it happens early, sometimes it takes a lot
more exposure to really stick. We're going back to Pimsleur... Paul Pimsleur developed his own version of SRS based on his research of the interval (the period between each time a word or phrase is recalled) so that Pimsleu's method™ adheres to a fairly rigid timeline starting with the recall of high
frequency (in seconds and minutes) and gradually moving to days, weeks and months. So if you listen to a Pimsleur product, you will hear a word or sentence introduced for the first time, and then a few seconds later you will be asked to recall it. Then it will be a few minutes later, hours and so on. Here's
where Pimsleur's method™ unique and, in my opinion, excellent:Paul Pimsleur knew how important participation is in the language learning process. Usually, when people learn with SRS, they do it for memory. In other words, just listen or read in a space. Pimsleur products put pressure on you to
remember and participate in the actual exchange. So instead of playing the word to remember it, the audio series asks you how to say something or answer the original speaker. The nice thing about this is that he never lets you become a passive listener. You are actively involved in what you are listening
to, and the show host keeps you on your toes because you have to respond at different intervals. This active recollection is powerful in getting you to remember and use language just as you should often do in real life situations. If you're interested in how this works and know more about it, the best
explanation I've come across is actually by the man himself in his own book. Paul Pimsleur's insight into acquiring foreign languages in the book is of great help. that's. audio-based methodSo what does it mean for visual-spatial students like me? What about people who remember things better by seeing
them? As a visual spatial student (see my detailed post about it here), I've always learned better so I can visualize what I'm learning (although I'm a big fan of Earworms MBT which is also a similar kind of audio-based approach to language learning that uses music). Because Pimsleur is entirely sound-
based (except for a reading booklet that makes up a small portion), it raises the question of whether it is suitable for someone learning visually. It's actually (at least for me personally) and I'll explain why. For a program that is fully listened to, Pimsleur is surprisingly visual in its own way. how to? First of
all, the presenter leads you to imagine the scenarios: Imagine if an American met Ireland in an Area where you speak Irish. He wants to start a conversation... I didn't realize it at first, but these mental images can actually be more stimulating for me as a visual-spatial student than reading text on a page. If
I read those same lines - imagine if an American met Ireland... like words on paper or on a screen, it might even distract me from visualizing because I would focus more on the actual text I read. The other thing is the way the pronunciation of the word is presented. Native speakers speak the words
backwards, one syllable at a time. This actually makes you think about painting and focusing on each individual syllable. We constantly associate sounds with mental images and it is precisely those mental images that serve to help us remember what we hear. One thing I would recommend if you use
Pimsleur is to make sure you're not preoccupied with anything while listening to it (e.g. commuting) because concentration is so important. Very decent languageI find I found the same problem with Rosetta Stone and other products. Just listening to Pimsleur Korean, Russian, Egyptian and Eastern
Arabic, I noticed overly formal and decent language used in dialogues (for example decent verb forms in Korean and plural вы pronouns in Russian). While it is good practice to learn and use these forms where appropriate, in reality native speakers are not always this formal - especially when talking to
family or strangers who are the same age or younger. The difference between Rosetta Stone and Pimsleur, though, is that Rosetta Stone makes an absurd mistake in addressing younger people and people who are friends and family who turn to each other using decent forms (which is almost always not
the case in reality speaking from the experience that lives in those places). In Pimsleur's defence, most of the dialogue is stangers who speak to each other so their use of decent forms is quite justified. Vocabulary is limited One common criticism of Pimsleuro's method™ is that he doesn't teach enough
vocabulary. Each language series introduces only a few hundred new words Total. The exact amount depends on how many levels there are because some languages have only one level and the other three, four or five. Here's what Simon and Schuster's website has to say about it: Effective
communication in any language depends on mastering a relatively limited number of words and structures. Trying to learn too much suddenly significantly slows down the process, and many people quickly become discouraged. Pimsleur courses deliberately limit the amount you learn at any given
moment, giving your brain the opportunity to internalize each new item before moving on. Once this foundation is built, adding new words and phrases becomes easy and natural because there is a clear framework for attaching them. The keywords here are structures and a clear framework. Language
products such as Pimsleur are not intended for exhaustive sources of vocabulary. They exist to teach you 'frame' languages so you can do the rest yourself. No language product or course will teach you every bit of vocacas you want/need. It's up to you to do it. Some (but not all) language editions sound
very unnatural I can't judge the thai version footage I sampled, but I can say that some language versions sound terribly artificial. Both Arabic versions I listened to made me skeptical that I was even listening to the original speakers - at least a few voices sound very non-original. My Egyptian friends
listened to Egyptian Arabic recordings and giggled a little as silly voice actors sounded - not just accents but the way they spoke. Unfortunately it's a common problem with a lot of language dialogue because it sounds like someone hired D-grade actors to read the script. On the other hand, I was quite
impressed by the Russian, Irish and Korean footage that sounded much better than Arabic. The lessons are deliberately very short I have to say that I think the way this is marketed is a little disingenuous. One of Pimsleura's biggest selling points is that you only need 30 minutes a day to become proficient
in language. As someone who has learned a lot of languages (and some failed), I can ateste that this is definitely not true.30 minutes of language time doesn't shorten that. To learn the language well in a reasonable time, you consistently need working hours per day. Pimsleur marketing needs to be
clearer about what they mean. Do they say you only need 30 minutes of language time or 30 minutes of class? I'd like to see a link to a study that supports that claim personally. I'm all for short study periods though. Studying for hours in the end is harmful and you can actually keep focusing more on a
smaller amount in a short amount of time. As I said before, it is harder to learn 10% of 50 words than to learn 100% of 5 words. But Simon and Schuster shouldn't imply that simply putting your headphones on for 30 minutes a day is all you need on your part as a student. that's be 30 minutes of Pimsleura
+ many hours of language use. His priorities are rightAs I've already said, Pimleur is purely audio-based. There's no book or program to look at. Just put on your headphones, listen and repeat. So the emphasis is entirely on speech and listening. That's how you learn languages. Languages are not written.
They spoke (or in case of impaired hearing, signed). We invented writing systems as a way of presenting speech sounds on paper — not the other way around. I think part of the problem with language education is that we've reduced foreign languages to a list of rules on paper. We focus too much on
showing what we hear when we should focus on what we first hear and worry about the national team later. It's not only a more natural way to learn, it also helps with your pronunciation. You can't learn to say something right by reading it. You need a lot of listening and repetition. Do age give him
authority? I feel that this question must be asked of all the big names of products such as RS, Michel Thomas and Assimil. Does the fact that something has existed for half a century adds to its value? You have to keep in mind that products like Pimsleur came out when the tapes were angry and there
was no internet or an easy way to find native speakers for practice. So it makes sense that something like Pimsleur would have been revolutionary at the time - not just because it was an effective methodology, but because it was something new that used the technology of the day. And the truth is that
when any brand is here long enough, it gains knowledge and trust. That being said I actually think Pimsleur is an outstanding, timeless product. Age aside, it's great for what it is, and even after decades it remains a very unique product in a saturated market full of imitators. Fantastic tool, but it's way
overpricedPimsleur is ridiculously expensive. It's a fantastic product that I mostly have good things to say about, but the price is frankly extreme and completely inaccessible to ordinary people. For example, the French 1 – 5 (CD version) is currently selling for $1,190 (!!!) on the Simon & Schuster page or
$550 if you take an MP3 version that is still very expensive. They provide many different options for customers (e.g. just buying some levels or individual lessons) and occasionally you can find it cheaper on Amazon.MAJOR UPDATE: Pimsleur has since created a subscription option that is incredibly
affordable to compare. For more information, see here. I will never forgive piracy on this site (especially after I created my own language product and knowing how much work and love goes into making something that other people steal), but by putting such prices on Pimsleur, I think they encourage
people to do the wrong thing. As I said in my Rosetta Stone review there is so much you can buy with so much money. For example, instead of $550 for level 1 - Pimsleuca French MP3, you can:Get approximately 50 personalized one-on-one lessons with native speakers on italki. Buy a cheaper, similar
audio-based product like Earworms MBT or Glossika (review) and save the rest of the money. Buy a higher quality mid-range product like Rocket Languages.If you're in the U.S. or Australia, you could invest money for a real trip to places like Latin America, Quebec, Southeast Asia and so on (in the case
of a $1,190 CD version, you could probably buy an entire trip abroad). If you live in Europe, that kind of money would easily pay for a budget plane trip + hostel + food in a few weeks to another European destination. This money could feed you and pay for your accommodation for months in the Middle
East and many parts of Asia to learn your local language. You should always consider what you could achieve with that kind of money before going out and spending on a very expensive product. But hey, if you have cash and you don't want to spend it, then Pimsleur is a great product. It's a tool I would
definitely recommend, especially for new students. Was this interesting, useful or reassuring to you? A quick share on Facebook or Twitter will make my day! Thank you. ! While: If you have something you would like to add to this or some constructive criticism, you can do so at the bottom of this page.
Just be respectful, please. Any offensive or meaningless comments will be deleted. Prices: $22.95 per month
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